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Abstract: The apolipoprotein E (APOE) E4 allele is a well-established genetic risk factor for Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). Recent research has demonstrated an APOE E4-mediated modulation of intrinsic functional brain networks in cognitively normal individuals. However, it remains largely unknown
whether and how APOE E4 affects the brain’s functional network architecture in patients with AD.
Using resting-state functional MRI and graph-theory approaches, we systematically investigated the
topological organization of whole-brain functional networks in 16 APOE E4 carriers and 26 matched
noncarriers with AD at three levels: global whole-brain, intermediate module, and regional node/connection. Neuropsychological analysis showed that the APOE E4 carriers performed worse on delayed
memory but better on a late item generation of a verbal fluency task (associated with executive function) than noncarriers. Whole-brain graph analyses revealed that APOE E4 significantly disrupted
whole-brain topological organization as characterized by (i) reduced parallel information transformation efficiency; (ii) decreased intramodular connectivity within the posterior default mode network
(pDMN) and intermodular connectivity of the pDMN and executive control network (ECN) with other
neuroanatomical systems; and (iii) impaired functional hubs and their rich-club connectivities that pri-
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marily involve the pDMN, ECN, and sensorimotor systems. Further simulation analysis indicated that
these altered connectivity profiles of the pDMN and ECN largely accounted for the abnormal global
network topology. Finally, the changes in network topology exhibited significant correlations with the
patients’ cognitive performances. Together, our findings suggest that the APOE genotype modulates
large-scale brain networks in AD and shed new light on the gene-connectome interaction in this disC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
V
ease. Hum Brain Mapp 36:1828–1846, 2015.
Key words: connectomics; graph theory; functional connectivity; module; default mode; resting-state
fMRI
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INTRODUCTION
The human apolipoprotein E (APOE) gene is located on
chromosome 19 and has three polymorphic alleles (E2, E3,
and E4). Among the three alleles, the E4 allele is a wellestablished genetic vulnerability factor for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [Liu et al., 2013a]. APOE E4 carriers are associated with a greater risk of developing AD and have a
younger mean age at onset than noncarriers [Corder et al.,
1993].
Neuropsychological studies have demonstrated that the
APOE genotype significantly modulates multiple cognitive
domains in patients with AD. For example, memory function has frequently been reported to be more impaired in
APOE E4 carriers [van der Flier et al., 2006], whereas executive function is more impaired in APOE E4 noncarriers
[Wolk et al., 2010]. Consistent with the cognitive findings,
evidence from neuroimaging studies has demonstrated
that APOE E4 carriers exhibited greater medial temporal
lobe atrophy [Agosta et al., 2009; Wolk et al., 2010],
whereas noncarriers had greater frontal atrophy [Wolk
et al., 2010]. Despite these advances, this literature predominantly focuses on APOE genotype-mediated modulation of local brain morphology in AD, and surprisingly
limited work examines how the APOE genotype modulates disease phenotype from an integrative network
perspective.
The human brain operates naturally as a complex network to integrate various information inputs across segregated sensory systems. This network can be mapped using
various neuroimaging techniques (e.g., functional MRI,
structural MRI and diffusion MRI) and further characterized by graph theory. Using these methods, the human
brain networks demonstrate several nontrivial topological
configurations, such as small-worldness and highly connected hubs [Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; van den Heuvel
and Sporns, 2013]. Intriguingly, disruptions in these configurations have consistently been reported in AD and its
preclinical stage [He et al., 2008; Lo et al., 2010; Stam et al.,
2007; Wang et al., 2013], which highlights the power of
graph-based analysis in the elucidation of the brain mechanisms that underlie AD [Tijms et al., 2013; Toga and
Thompson, 2013]. Regarding APOE E4, one previous study
demonstrated that APOE E4 accelerated the age-related
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decline in the local interconnectivity of structural brain
networks in cognitively intact subjects [Brown et al., 2011].
However, it remains largely unknown whether and how
APOE E4 modulates the topological organization of wholebrain networks in patients with AD. The investigation of
this issue will significantly advance our understanding of
genetic effects on disease phenotype.
Here, we used resting-state functional MRI (R-fMRI)
[Biswal et al., 1995] and graph-theory approaches to systematically investigate APOE E4-mediated modulation of
the topological organization of whole-brain functional networks in AD. R-fMRI data were collected from 42 AD
patients, including 16 APOE E4 carriers and 26 matched
noncarriers. APOE E4-related effects were explored at
three levels of globally whole-brain topology, intermediately modular architecture and regionally nodal/connectional connectivity strength. We hypothesize that the
APOE E4 allele profoundly affects functional brain networks in AD at all three levels studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Patients with AD were prospectively recruited to establish a case registry at the Dementia Care and Research
Center, Peking University Institute of Mental Health. Following enrollment, each participant underwent a thorough
clinical examination, a neuropsychological battery test, laboratory tests, and multimodal brain MRI examinations.
The participants in the registry were also invited to
undergo follow-up examinations at 6-month intervals. For
the purpose of this study, we selected participants (registered between June 2007–Sept. 2009) who had a baseline
diagnosis of AD and had completed an MRI examination
prior to the initiation of nootropic medication (n 5 74). The
patients were all Chinese Han and right-handed. At baseline, they had a clinical dementia rating (CDR) score of
0.5, 1, or 2 [Morris, 1993]. The clinical diagnosis of AD
was made based on the criteria for dementia cited in the
International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision
(ICD-10) [World Health Organization, 1999] and the criteria for probable AD of the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and the Stroke/
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Alzheimer Disease and Related Disorders Association
(NINCDS-ADRDA) [McKhann et al., 1984]. Participants
were excluded if they presented with structural abnormalities that could result in dementia, such as cortical infarction, tumor or subdural hematoma, or if they had
concurrent illnesses other than dementia that interfered
with cognitive function at the time of the MRI examination. The selected AD patients were further screened for
the APOE genotype and classified as APOE E4 carriers
(E3/E4 or E4/E4) and APOE E4 noncarriers (E3/E3). The
subjects who carried the APOE E2 allele were excluded
because of its potential protective effect identified in epidemiological surveys [Talbot et al., 1994]. After a final visual inspection of the MR images, 42 subjects were selected
for this study, including 16 APOE E4 carriers (13 E3/E4
and 3 E4/E4) and 26 noncarriers. Of the 42 very mild to
moderate AD patients, 23 patients had a CDR score of 0.5,
15 patients had a CDR score of 1 and 4 patients had a
CDR score of 2. There were no differences in the CDR distribution between the groups (P 5 0.831). Informed consent
was obtained from each participant, and this study protocol was approved by the institutional review board of the
Peking University Institute of Mental Health.

APOE Genotyping
DNA was isolated from 10 ml EDTA with a blood
R DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, GerQIAampV
many) according to standard procedures. APOE genotyping was performed as previously described [Wenham
et al., 1991]. Genotype scorers (XW and HL) were blind to
the identity of the samples. Eighteen samples were further
evaluated using this sequencing technique, and the results
were consistent with the APOE genotyping results
obtained using the PCR-RFLP method, which verified our
approach.
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particular on the t COMT for episodic memory and the
CERAD verbal category fluency for animal names, which
is considered a measure of language and executive
function.
The COMT was developed as a culture fair measure of
recent memory specifically for the CCNB [Dick et al., 2002;
Kempler et al., 2010]. This test was administered using
standardized procedures as previously described [Dick
et al., 2002; Kempler et al., 2010]. Briefly, the subject was
shown a set of ten 3 3 500 color photographs of common
objects (e.g., button, chair, and clock) across three learning
trials; the subjects were required to immediately recall as
many objects as possible during each trail. After the third
trial, the examinee engaged in a brief distracter task (e.g.,
CERAD figure drawing) for 3 to 5 min and was subsequently asked again to recall the items. The 5-min delayed
recall was immediately followed by a recognition test in
which ten original objects were interspersed with ten distracters. The subject was asked to indicate with a simple
“Yes” or “No” whether an item was observed in the original three learning tests. The distracter objects were similar
to the original objects regarding the visual complexity and
without distinctive details. Long-term retention of the original objects was assessed after a 30-min delay using tests
of recall and recognition, with a different set of ten distracters. Responses during three learning with immediate
free recall trials and the responses during the subsequent
two delayed recall and recognition trials were used to
assess the performance of recent memory.
The verbal fluency test for animal naming was also used
to measure executive function. The examinees were asked
to name “all the animals you can think of in one minute.”
The examinees received credit for naming general categories, as well as specific examples. Repeated responses were
counted only once. Finally, the CDR was used for the
global evaluation of dementia [Morris, 1993].

Neuropsychological Assessment

Image Acquisition

Overall cognitive function was evaluated using the Chinese version of the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE) and the Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument
(CASI) [Teng et al., 1994]. All participants were administered the cross-cultural neuropsychological test battery
(CCNB) [Dick, 2002], including the CASI [Teng et al.,
1994], the Common Objects Memory Test (COMT) [Kempler et al., 2010], body part naming, the Consortium to
Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s disease (CERAD)
verbal category fluency, auditory comprehension, read and
set time, CERAD drawing [Fillenbaum et al., 2008], digit
span (forward and backward), picture completion, and
Trail-Making Test A. Because previous studies have identified greater memory deficits in E4 carriers [Lehtovirta
et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1998], whereas more impaired
executive functions have been described in E4 noncarriers
[Johnson et al., 1999; Lehtovirta et al., 1996], we focused in

All MRI scans were performed on a 3.0 Tesla MR system (Siemens Magnetom Trio Tim system, Germany) using
a standard head coil. During the entire scanning procedure, cushions and headphones were used to reduce subject motion and scanner noise. R-fMRI data were collected
using an echo-planar imaging sequence: 30 axial slices;
repetition time (TR) 5 2000 ms; echo time (TE) 5 30 ms;
flip angle (FA) 5 90 ; slice thickness 5 4.0 mm; gap 5
0.8 mm; matrix 5 64 3 64; and field of view (FOV) 5 220 3
220 mm2. During scanning, the participants were
instructed to keep their eyes closed, relax their minds, and
remain motionless as much as possible but to not fall
asleep. The R-fMRI scan lasted for 420 s. Additionally,
individual high-resolution anatomical images were
acquired using a T1-weighted three-dimensional volumetric magnetization-prepared rapidly acquired gradient-echo
sequence: 192 slices; TR 5 2530 ms; TE 5 3.44 ms; FA 5 7 ;
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time inversion 5 1100 ms; slice thickness 5 1.0 mm; no
gap; matrix 5 256 3 256; and FOV 5 256 3 256 mm2.

Image Preprocessing
The R-fMRI data preprocessing was performed using
the GRETNA toolbox (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/
gretna/) based on SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/software/spm8/). After removing the first five volumes, the functional images were corrected for intravolume time offsets and intervolume geometrical
displacements. None of the participants were excluded
based on the criterion of a displacement > 3 mm or an
angular rotation > 3 degrees in any direction. The summary scalars of head motion were matched between the
APOE E4 carriers and noncarriers (all P > 0.107), including
the maximum, root mean square, and mean frame-wise
displacement (FD). All corrected functional data were then
normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
space using an optimum 12-parameter affine transformation and nonlinear deformations and resampled to a 3-mm
isotropic resolution. The resulting images were further
temporally band-pass filtered (0.01–0.1 Hz) to reduce the
effects of low-frequency drift and high-frequency physiological noise. Linear trends were also removed. Finally,
several nuisance signals were regressed out from each
voxel’s time course, including six head-motion profiles
derived from realignment, mean white matter (WM), and
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) time series within brain masks
derived from prior probability maps in SPM8 (threshold 5 0.8) and their first derivatives.
Structural data preprocessing was performed using the
VBM8 toolbox for SPM8 (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/
software/). Briefly, individual gray matter volume (GMV)
maps were obtained through the following steps: (i) segmentation of individual structural images into gray matter
(GM), WM, and CSF based on an adaptive Maximum A
Posterior technique; (ii) normalization of the resulting GM
maps into the MNI space using a high-dimensional dartel
approach; (iii) nonlinear modulation of GM maps to compensate for spatial normalization effects; and (iv) spatial
smoothing of GM maps using a 6-mm full width at half
maximum Gaussian kernel.

Network Construction
In this study, functional brain networks were constructed at the macroscale with nodes representing brain
regions and edges representing interregional resting-state
functional connectivity (RSFC). To define the network
nodes, we divided the brain into 1,024 equally sized
regions of interest (ROIs) based on a high resolution, randomly generated brain atlas [Zalesky et al., 2010b]. This
random parcelation method ensures higher functional
homogeneity within ROIs than anatomically defined
atlases [Craddock et al., 2012], and the spatial scale (i.e.,
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1,024 ROIs) is reasonable for an exploratory study of network properties [Fornito et al., 2010]. Of note, the ROIs
were restricted within an intersection between a study specific EPI mask and a GM mask based on the probability
map in SPM8 (threshold 5 0.2). To measure the RSFC, we
calculated pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients and
their significance levels (i.e., P-values) among the 1,024
ROIs in their mean time series. Similar to previous studies
[Bassett et al., 2011; Tijms et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013], a
significance level-based method was applied to individual
correlation matrices to de-noise spurious interregional correlations. Specifically, a threshold of P < 0.05 (Bonferroni
corrected) was used to ensure only elements that survived
this statistical threshold were retained. This thresholding
procedure effectively avoids erroneous evaluations of network topology [Toppi et al., 2012]. Notably, negative correlations were also excluded in this study because of their
ambiguous interpretation [Fox et al., 2009; Murphy et al.,
2009; Weissenbacher et al., 2009] and detrimental effects
on test–retest reliability [Wang et al., 2011]. Finally, a
weighted network was obtained for each participant.

Network Metrics
All network measures used in this study, including
global efficiency, local efficiency, modularity, rich-club
coefficient and nodal strength, are explained in the context
of a weighted network G with N nodes and K edges. For
details on the uses and interpretations of these network
measures, see [Rubinov and Sporns, 2010].

Network efficiency
Efficiency is a biologically relevant metric to describe
brain networks from the perspective of parallel information flow [Achard and Bullmore, 2007; Latora and Marchiori, 2001] and can be described at global and local levels.
Mathematically, the global efficiency is defined as:
Eglob ðGÞ5

X 1
1
N ðN21Þ i6¼j2G dij

(1)

where dij is the shortest path length between node i and
node j in G and is calculated as the smallest sum of edge
lengths throughout all possible paths from node i and
node j. The length of an edge was designated as the reciprocal of the edge weight (i.e., correlation coefficient), which
can be interpreted as a functional distance (a high correlation coefficient corresponds to a short functional distance).
The global efficiency measures the ability of parallel information transmission over the network. The local efficiency
of G is measured as:
Eloc ðGÞ5

1X
Eglob ðGi Þ
N i2G

(2)

where Eloc ðGÞ is the global efficiency of Gi , the subgraph
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composed of the neighbors of the node i (i.e., nodes linked
directly to node i). The local efficiency measures the fault
tolerance of the network, which indicates the capability of
information exchange for each subgraph when the index
node is eliminated.

r

number of connections among the N>k nodes. For a
weighted network, the rich-club coefficient /ðkÞ is calculated as the ratio of the sum of weights for the E>k connections among the N>k nodes (W>k ) divided by the sum of
weights for the strongest E>k connections in the whole
network:

Modularity

W>k
/ðkÞ5 XE>k
wranked
l51 l

The modularity QðpÞ for a given partition p of a
weighted network is defined as:
 
NM 
X
ws
Ws
QðpÞ5
2
W
2W
s51

(3)

where NM is the number of modules, W is the total weight
of the network, ws is the sum of the connectional weights
between all nodes in module s and Ws is the sum of the
nodal strength (see below for the definition of nodal
strength) in module s. Therefore, wWs represents the fraction
of the total connectional weight for the edges in module s
divided by the total connectional weight for the edges in
Ws
the whole network; 2W
represents the fraction of the total
nodal strength for the nodes in module s divided by the
total nodal strength for the nodes in the whole network.
For a network in which the edges fall between nodes without regard for the modules they belong to, we would
expect the fraction of the total connectional weights for the
edges that link the nodes in module i to the nodes in modW
Wi
ule j to be equal to 2W
3 2Wj . Therefore, the modularity
measures the fraction of within-module edge weights in
an actual network minus the expected value of this fraction in a network with the same community divisions, but
the connections are randomly arranged between the nodes
[Newman and Girvan, 2004]. The aim of the module identification process is to find a specific partition p that yields
the largest network modularity. Here, we detected the
modular structure using a spectral optimization algorithm
[Newman, 2006].

Rich-club coefficient
Rich-club coefficient was originally proposed to quantify
the connectivity density among a specific set of highly
connected nodes (i.e., hubs) in a network [Opsahl et al.,
2008; Zhou and Mondrag
on, 2004]. For a binary network,
the rich-club coefficient /ðkÞ is calculated as the ratio of
the total number of connections among a specific set of
nodes with a degree (degree is defined as the number of
edges that directly link to a given node) larger than k
divided by the maximum possible number of connections
among this set of nodes:
2E>k
/ðkÞ5
N>k ðN>k 21Þ

(4)

where N>k denotes the number of nodes with a degree
larger than k in the network and E>k indicates the total

r

(5)

is a weight vector for all connections in the
where wranked
l
network ranked in descending order. In this study, the
weighted rich-club coefficient was separately calculated
among the nodes (i) in the whole functional networks to
identify the rich-club structures in the brain; and (ii) in the
connected component that exhibited significant APOE E4related effects on interregional functional connectivity (see
Results). This enables us to examine whether APOE E4related effects are mainly manifested in the rich-club structures of the brain.

Nodal strength
Nodal strength is a simple but test–retest reliable measure to characterize nodal centrality [Cao et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2011] and is calculated as the sum of connectional weights (i.e., correlation coefficients) across all edges
that directly link to a given node. A node with a high
nodal strength indicates high interconnectivity with other
nodes and, therefore, can be categorized as a hub.

Null Model of Random Networks
To determine whether the constructed brain networks
were topologically organized into small-world and modular architectures, the local efficiency, global efficiency, and
modularity were normalized by the corresponding mean
derived from 100 random networks, which preserved the
same number of nodes, edges and degree distributions as
the real brain networks [Maslov and Sneppen, 2002; Milo
et al., 2002]. Typically, a network is said to be small-world
if it has a normalized local efficiency larger than 1 and a
normalized global efficiency approximately equal to 1
[Watts and Strogatz, 1998] and is modular if it has a normalized modularity greater than 1. Of note, there are several other alternative null models [Bialonski et al., 2011;
Zalesky et al., 2012].

Statistical Analysis
Between-group differences in all network attributes
were inferred using nonparametric permutation tests.
Briefly, for each metric, we initially calculated the
between-group difference in their mean values. An empirical distribution of the difference was then obtained by randomly reallocating all values to two groups and
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recomputing the mean differences between the two
randomized groups (10,000 permutations). The 95th percentile points of the empirical distribution were used as
critical values in a one-tailed test to determine whether the
observed real-group difference occurred by chance. Notably, prior to the permutation tests, multiple linear regressions were applied to remove the effects of age, gender,
education level, and CDR-SB score. Given the residual
effects of head motion on connectivity and network metrics demonstrated in recent studies [Power et al., 2012; Satterthwaite et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2012], the
maximum, root mean square, and mean frame-wise head
motion were also added as covariates during the permutation procedure.
To localize the specific connections that had different
connectivity strengths between the APOE E4 carriers and
noncarriers, we used a network-based-statistic (NBS)
approach [Zalesky et al., 2010a]. In brief, a primary clusterdefining threshold (P < 0.01) was first used to identify
suprathreshold connections based on t-statistics of twosample one-side independent-sample t-tests, which were
implemented in an edge-wise manner and restricted to the
connections that existed in at least 80% of the participants.
All connected components within the suprathreshold connections were then identified, and their corresponding sizes
(i.e., number of edges) were determined. A corrected Pvalue was finally calculated for each connected component
using the null distribution of maximal connected component size, which was empirically derived using a permutation approach (10,000 permutations). The null distribution
was obtained as follows: (i) all participants were reallocated
to two random groups (16 participants in one group and 26
participants in the other group); (ii) two-sample t-tests
were performed between the two random groups on the
same sets of connections as above (i.e., connections that
were significantly non-zeros in at least 80% of the participants); (iii) the supra-threshold connections were determined using the same threshold as above (i.e., P < 0.01);
(iv) all connected components formed by these connections
were identified; (v) the size of the maximal component (i.e.,
with maximal number of edges) was recorded; (vi) Steps 1–
5 were repeated (10,000 times in this study). Following
these procedures, a null distribution of the maximal connected component size was obtained (10,000 3 1 array).
Based on this null distribution, the corrected P-value for a
connected component of size M identified in the correctly
grouped data was determined by calculating the proportion
of the 10,000 permutations for which the maximal connected component was larger than M. Notably, age, gender,
education level, CDR-SB score, and head motion parameters were also controlled for during the NBS procedure.

Simulation Analysis
In this study, we found that the modular and nodal/
connectional analyses jointly indicated that the posterior
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default mode network (pDMN) and executive control network (ECN) exhibited the most salient effects of the APOE
genotype (see Results). To determine the extent to which
the connectivity differences associated with these two
modules contributed to the observed between-group differences in global network metrics, we performed further
simulation analyses using two strategies. Strategy i): we
first deleted all nodes (and their connections) associated
with the pDMN and ECN modules from each individual
network. We then calculated the normalized global efficiency for the resulting networks and compared their differences between the APOE E4 carriers and noncarriers
using nonparametric permutation tests. The normalized
global efficiency was chosen because it is the only measure
that exhibits APOE E4 effects even after controlling for the
confounding effects of network density and weight (for
details, see Results section). Strategy (ii): we replaced all
connections associated with the pDMN and ECN modules
in the APOE E4 carriers with the connections extracted
from the APOE E4 noncarriers. Briefly, for each APOE E4
carrier, all connections that linked nodes within the
pDMN and ECN were reset to zero and then filled with
corresponding connectional weights of a randomly
selected APOE E4 noncarrier. Thus, 16 simulated networks
of APOE E4 carriers were obtained, which were subsequently contrasted with the real networks of the APOE E4
noncarriers with respect to normalized global efficiency.
This replacement procedure was performed 100 times to
construct an empirical distribution of the differences that
enable us to test whether the observed real between-group
differences could be significantly reduced. To test the
robustness, five rounds of the entire process of strategy (ii)
were implemented, which resulted in 16 3 100 3 5 5 8,000
simulated networks.

Validation Analysis
We performed the following validation analyses by considering the effects of brain morphology, head motion,
GM mask, thresholding procedure, and gene dose on our
main findings.
i. Morphological GMV. Previous studies have shown
that APOE E4 significantly modulates GM morphology in
patients with AD [e.g., Agosta et al., 2009; Wolk et al.,
2010]. To determine whether and to what extent the potential between-group differences in GM morphology contribute to functional alterations, we calculated the mean GMV
for each ROI and each participant and treated these values
as covariates during the between-group nodal strength
comparisons.
ii. Head Motion. In this study, we first used a simple
but efficient strategy to correct for residual head motion
by treating gross (i.e., maximum and root mean square)
and micro (i.e., FD) head motion as covariates for the
group-level comparisons [Fair et al., 2012]. We also used a
scrubbing approach to censor “bad” volumes with
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TABLE I. Demographics, clinical, and cognitive characteristics of the participants

Age (yrs)
Sex (M/F)
Education (yrs)
Illness duration (yrs)b
CDR-SB
MMSE
CASI
COMT
Immediate object memory-trial 1c
Immediate object memory-trial 2c
Immediate object memory-trial 3c
Immediate object memory-mean
Free delayed recall-5minc
Recognition-5 minc
Free delayed recall-30 minc
Recognition-30 minc
Body part naming
Auditory comprehensionc
Read time
Set time
Verbal fluencyc
Verbal fluency (0–15 s)c
Verbal fluency (16–30 s)c
Verbal fluency (31–45 s)c
Verbal fluency (46–60 s)c
Picture completionc
Digit spanc
Digit span-forwardc
Digit span-backwardc
CERAD drawing
Trail-Making Test A-time (s)c
Trail-Making Test A-errorsc

Carriers (n 5 16)

Noncarriers (n 5 26)

P value

79.3 (5.1)
4/12
13.6 (2.8)
3.5 (1.8)
5.1 (2. 5)
19.6 (3.6)
76.9 (11.0)

76.5 (5. 3)
9/17
13.1 (4.2)
2.3 (1.7)
4.3 (2.0)
22.0 (2.9)
79.9 (7.5)

0.104
0.513
0.711
0.065
0.252
0.029a
0.187

4.2
5.4
6.0
5.2
3.3
18.3
3.1
18.7
10.0
23.8
5.0
5.4
11.5
7.5
2.7
1.6
0.8
5.6
13.6
8.2
5.8
9.7
97.5
0.5

0.827
0.918
0.090
0.210
0.108
0.001a
0.129
0.012a
0.999
0.288
0.502
0.814
0.096
0.051
0.255
0.894
0.002a
0.269
0.701
0.629
0.767
0.162
0.091
0.297

3.6 (1.2)
5 (1.3)
4.9 (1.2)
4.7 (1.1)
2.0 (1.8)
15.9 (2.2)
1.6 (1.8)
16.0 (3.4)
10.0 (0)
22.9 (2.1)
4.8 (1.6)
5.4 (2.7)
12.9 (2.9)
5.8 (2.7)
3.5 (2.8)
1.7 (1.3)
1.7 (0.8)
6 (2.4)
14 (4.8)
8.6 (2.4)
5.4 (2.8)
9.4 (2.0)
139.2 (80.5)
1.0 (1.6)

(1.5)
(1. 9)
(1.8)
(1.6)
(2.6)
(1.8)
(3.0)
(1.5)
(0)
(1.0)
(1.4)
(2.41)
(2.7)
(2.6)
(1.9)
(1.9)
(0.9)
(2.3)
(3.3)
(2.1)
(3.0)
(1.8)
(48.1)
(0.9)

Data are presented as mean (SD). P values were obtained with two-tailed Chi-square test for sex and two-tailed two-sample t tests for
the others. CDR-SB: Clinical Dementia Rating, sum of box; MMSE: mini-mental state examination; CASI: cognitive ability screening
instrument; COMT: common object memory test; CERAD: Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s disease.
a
P < 0.05.
b
Data were missing for eight patients.
c
Data were missing for three patients.

FD > 0.2 mm [Power et al., 2012] to test the robustness of
our findings against different head-motion correction
strategies.
iii. GM Mask. Consistent with our previous study
[Wang et al., 2013], we restricted our analyses within a
GM mask by applying a liberal threshold (0.2) to the GM
probability map provided in SPM. To estimate whether
our findings were sensitive to the choices on this probability threshold, we reanalyzed our data using a GM probability weighted method. Specifically, for each participant,
the representative time series for each ROI was computed
as the weighted average of all voxels’ time series in the
ROI with the weights representing the GM probability values that corresponded to these voxels. Individual interROI correlation matrices were subsequently obtained, followed by global and nodal network analyses.

r

iv. Thresholding Procedure. In this study, we utilized a
statistical significance-based thresholding method to statistically determine individual network densities rather than
setting the values a priori. This approach enabled the
examination of the absolute intrinsic network organization.
However, this method resulted in different network densities and overall weights between the APOE E4 carriers
and noncarriers (see Results), which may confound the
between-group comparisons [Ginestet et al., 2011; van
Wijk et al., 2010]. Thus, we also assessed the relative network organization as a complementary analysis by ensuring the same level of network density (density 5 6, 8.3, 10,
and 12%; 8.3% is the minimum network density across the
participants based on the significance-based thresholding
method) and connectivity weight (overall mean 5 1) for all
networks.
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v. Gene Dose. The APOE E4 carriers in this study comprised 13 heterozygotes (i.e., E3/E4) and three homozygotes (i.e., E4/E4). To account for potential gene doserelated effects, we reanalyzed our main results after the
exclusion of the three homozygous APOE E4 carriers.

RESULTS
Participant Demographic, Clinical,
and Cognitive Data
There were no significant (all Ps > 0.05) differences in
age, gender, years of education, duration of illness, or
severity of dementia measured using the CDR-SB between
the APOE E4 carriers and noncarriers. After controlling for
these factors, the APOE E4 carriers exhibited lower MMSE
scores [t(36) 5 2.283, P 5 0.029], poorer performances on
the 5-min [t(33) 5 23.622, P 5 0.001] and 30-min
[t(33) 5 22.828, P 5 0.012] recognition and a trend toward
poorer performances on the verbal fluency test during the
first 15 s [t(33) 5 2.026, P 5 0.051] than the noncarriers. In
contrast, the carriers performed better than the noncarriers
on the verbal fluency test during the 46–60 s time period
[t(33) 5 3.319, P 5 0.002]. All data are summarized in Table
I.

Individual Functional Brain Networks
In this study, individual functional brain networks were
obtained by calculating pairwise Pearson correlations
among 1,024 ROIs. The overall level of intra-ROI functional
homogeneity (i.e., the mean pairwise Pearson correlation
among the voxels in each ROI) was high (0.321 6 0.074,
averaged across ROIs and participants). The proportion of
significantly (P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) negative correlations was extremely small with respect to positive correlations (3.2 6 4.1%). After excluding the negative correlations,
a positive, weighted network was obtained for each participant whose largest connected components covered almost
all ROIs (1,022 nodes for 1 participant, 1,023 nodes for 7
participants and 1,024 nodes for 34 participants). Compared
with the noncarriers, the APOE E4 carriers had fewer number of connections (P 5 0.009, Cohen’s d 5 0.527) and lower
overall connectivity weights (P 5 0.011, Cohen’s d 5 0.521)
in their positive, weighted brain networks.

TABLE II. Global network topology in the APOE e4
carriers and noncarriers
Network metric
Local efficiency
Global efficiency
Modularity
Normalized local
efficiency
Normalized global
efficiency
Normalized modularity

r

Carriers

Noncarriers

P value

0.412 6 0.036
0.301 6 0.047
0.300 6 0.100
1.115 6 0.109

0.435 6 0.065
0.338 6 0.087
0.250 6 0.126
1.096 6 0.114

0.021
0.012
0.017
0.074

0.843 6 0.040

0.877 6 0.051

0.004

5.661 6 1.075

4.750 6 1.738

0.013

Functional brain networks of both the APOE E4 carriers and noncarriers had higher local efficiency, lower global efficiency and
higher modularity than 100 matched random networks (all
Ps < 0.001), indicating small-worldness and modular organizations. Nevertheless, significant between-group differences were
observed in small-world parameters and modularity, indicating
an evident modulation of APOE E4 allele on global network architecture in AD.

with the noncarriers, as characterized by decreased local
efficiency (P 5 0.021, Cohen’s d 5 0.431), global efficiency
(P 5 0.012, Cohen’s d 5 0.529) and normalized global efficiency (P 5 0.004, Cohen’s d 5 0.718), increased modularity
(P 5 0.017, Cohen’s d 5 0.443), and normalized modularity
(P 5 0.013, Cohen’s d 5 0.630; Table II).

Intermediate Level APOE E4-related Alterations:
Intramodule and Intermodule Integration
Based on the mean connectivity of the APOE E4 noncarriers, we identified six modules (Q 5 0.562, P < 0.001): anterior default mode network (aDMN), pDMN, ECN, salience
network (SAN), sensorimotor network (SMN), and visual
network (VN; Fig. 1A). This modular pattern was highly
conserved for the APOE E4 carriers (normalized mutual
information 5 0.660). On the basis of this modular architecture, we found that the pDMN exhibited decreased intramodule connectivity in the APOE E4 carriers compared
with the noncarriers (P < 0.05, False Discovery Rate corrected, Fig. 1B). Moreover, both the pDMN and ECN modules exhibited reduced connectivity with several other
modules (P < 0.05, False Discovery Rate corrected, Fig. 1B),
which suggests a selective APOE E4-mediated regulation of
both intramodule and intermodule integrations.

Global Level APOE E4-related Alterations:
Whole-brain Topology
All individual brain networks exhibited higher local efficiency but approximately equal global efficiency and
higher modularity than the matched random networks,
which indicates small-world and modular organizations
for both groups (Table II). Quantitative between-group
comparisons revealed that the APOE E4 carriers exhibited
significantly different network organization compared

r

Local Level APOE E4-related Alterations: Nodal
and Connectional Strength
To localize the regional nodes and connections with
APOE E4 effects, we contrasted the nodal strength and
connectivity strength (i.e., correlation coefficient) for each
node and connection between the two groups. The mean
nodal strength (MNS) was heterogeneously distributed
over the brain with the most highly connected regions in
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Figure 1.
The Effects of APOE E4 on intermediate modular structure. Six
modules were identified for the group-level mean network of
APOE E4 noncarriers (A) including the aDMN, pDMN, VN,
SMN, SAN, and ECN. Further statistical analysis revealed significantly (P < 0.05, False Discovery Rate corrected) disrupted
intramodule and intermodule functional connectivity in the APOE

E4 carriers versus noncarriers (B). The line width indicates
between-group differences (all carriers < noncarriers). The
results represented on the brain surface were mapped using the
BrainNet viewer [Xia et al., 2013]. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

the prefrontal cortex and posterior parietal and occipital
cortices, a common pattern to both groups (Fig. 2A and B).
Nevertheless, 438 ROIs exhibited decreased nodal strength
in the APOE E4 carriers (P < 0.05, False Discovery Rate corrected, Fig. 2C) with medium to large effect sizes (Cohen’s
d 5 0.556 6 0.124, Fig. 2D). These ROIs predominately
encompassed the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate gyrus and adjacent precuneus (PCC/PCu), lateral prefrontal cortex, lateral temporal and parietal cortices,
medial temporal lobe, supplemental motor area, insula
and thalamus, bilaterally. When superimposed on the
modular architecture of the APOE E4 noncarriers (Fig. 1A),
these decreased nodes were primarily categorized into the
ECN (152/438, 34.7%), pDMN (120/438, 27.4%) and SMN
(70/438, 16.0%). Interestingly, we noted that these nodes
were associated with higher connectivity than the other
nodes in the brain with respect to MNS across the APOE
E4 noncarriers (Fig. 2E). Further analysis of the group difference map revealed a significant spatial negative correlation with the MNS map in the APOE E4 noncarriers
(r 5 20.403, P < 10240, Fig. 2F). These findings suggest a
preferential genetic vulnerability of functional hubs of
brain networks to the APOE E4 allele in AD.
Using the nonparametric NBS approach [Zalesky et al.,
2010a], we identified a single connected component (cluster defining threshold of P < 0.01) that exhibited decreased
functional connectivity in the APOE E4 carriers versus
noncarriers (P 5 0.005, corrected, Fig. 3A). The component
comprised 420 connections that linked 255 ROIs, which
overlapped largely with the nodes with decreased nodal
MNS strength previously detected. In the framework of

the modular structure of the APOE E4 noncarriers (Fig.
1A), the identified component comprised predominantly
intramodule connections (380/420, 90.5%) that primarily
encompassed regions within the SMN (nodes: 114/255,
44.7%; edges: 170/420, 40.5%), pDMN (nodes: 72/255,
28.2%; edges: 136/420, 32.4%) and ECN (nodes: 54/255,
21.2%; edges: 65/420, 15.5%). Interestingly, we observed
that the nodes within the component were associated with
higher connectivity (P < 0.0001) and were more densely
interconnected (P < 0.0005) than the nodes outside the
component in terms of the mean connectivity network
across the APOE E4 noncarriers (Fig. 3B), a typical feature
of the so-called rich club. To test this speculation, we compared the rich-club coefficient among the nodes in the
identified component (rich-club coefficient 5 0.852) to those
derived from (i) the same set of nodes in random networks that preserved the same nodes, edge and degree
distribution as the mean connectivity network across the
APOE E4 noncarriers and (ii) random components in the
mean connectivity network across the APOE E4 noncarriers that had the same size as the identified component.
Both analytical strategies confirmed the preferential
impairments of APOE E4 on rich-club structures (P < 0.001,
Fig. 3C and D), a robust finding against different cluster
defining thresholds for the NBS (Table III). To further consolidate the finding, we identified the rich-club structures
of the APOE E4 noncarriers and noted a remarkably larger
overlap between them and the identified NBS component
compared with randomly generated NBS components (Fig.
4). Collectively, our nodal and connectional analyses
jointly suggest that the APOE genotype selectively disrupts

r
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differences in the global network measures of real brain
networks (Fig. 5), which indicates the vital roles of the
pDMN and ECN modules in the APOE E4-mediated modulation of the global organization of the brain networks.

Brain-Behavior Relationship
With all participants in one group, significant correlations
were observed between the global network measures (normalized local efficiency, normalized global efficiency, and
modularity) and cognitive profiles (recognition and verbal
fluency) after controlling for APOE E4 status (Fig. 6). No
relationships were found between nodal centrality and any
clinical variable (P > 0.05, False Discovery Rate corrected).

Validation and Reproducibility

Figure 2.
The effects of APOE E4 on local nodal strength. Although similar patterns were found between the APOE E4 noncarriers (A) and carriers
(B), significantly (P < 0.05, False Discovery Rate corrected)
decreased nodal strength was detected in the APOE E4 carriers (C)
with medium to large effect sizes (D). Interestingly, the regions showing decreased nodal strength in the APOE E4 carriers versus noncarriers were associated with higher connectivity than the other regions
in the brain (E). Further analysis revealed that the between-group difference map (P-values were transformed to Z-scores) exhibited a significant spatial negative correlation with the MNS map in APOE E4
noncarriers (F). MNS, mean nodal strength. The results represented
on the brain surface were mapped using the BrainNet viewer [Xia
et al., 2013].

rich-club nodes and connections of specific systems of the
SMN, pDMN, and ECN.

Simulation Results
The previously described modular and nodal/connectional analyses jointly indicated that the pDMN and ECN
exhibited the most salient effects of the APOE genotype.
To test the degree to which the observed alterations associated with these two modules contributed to global network abnormalities, we performed further simulation
analyses using two strategies. The results demonstrated
that both strategies markedly reduced the between-group

r

In general, both the global and nodal results reported in
the main text were largely reproducible when: (i) controlling for regional GMV (Fig. 7A), (ii) using a scrubbing
approach to censor “bad” volumes (Table IV and Fig. 7B),
(iii) using a GM probability weighted method (Table IV,
Fig. 7C and Supporting Information Fig. I), and (iv)
excluding the three homozygous APOE E4 carriers (Table
IV and Fig. 7D). With respect to the relative network organization after the normalization of individual networks to
the same level of network density and connectivity weight,
only the normalized global efficiency significantly
decreased in the APOE E4 carriers compared with the noncarriers (Table IV). For nodal strength, no regions exhibited significant APOE E4-related effects (P > 0.05, FDR
corrected). When a liberal threshold (P < 0.05, uncorrected)
was used, similar findings were observed regardless of the
network densities (Supporting Information Fig. II).

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrated the profound effects of APOE
E4 on both cognitive performance and intrinsic functional
brain networks in patients with AD, which can be summarized as follows: (i) APOE E4 impaired the delayed
memory ability but promoted executive functioning; (ii)
APOE E4 reduced the information transfer efficiency over
whole-brain functional networks; (iii) APOE E4 selectively
disrupted intramodule and intermodule integration related
to the pDMN and ECN; and (iv) APOE E4 preferentially
weakened the connectivity of rich-club regions and connections that predominantly resided in the pDMN and
ECN. These findings deepen our understanding of how
the entire assembly of the brain network reorganizes in
response to APOE variants in AD.

APOE E4 Regulates Cognitive Performance
We found that the APOE E4 carriers exhibited greater
memory deficits than the noncarriers in the AD patients,
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Figure 3.
The effects of APOE E4 on local connectional strength. A connected component of decreased functional connectivity was
detected in APOE E4 carriers compared with noncarriers that
primarily involved the pDMN, ECN, and SMN (A). Within the
component, nodes were associated with higher connectivity and
edges were more highly weighted (B) than those outside the
component, indicating a rich-club structure of the component.
Further analysis revealed that the rich-club coefficient of the

component was far larger than those derived from random networks (C) and random components (D). See Materials and
Methods section for details. Error bars denote standard deviations. MNS, mean nodal strength; MCS, mean connectional
strength. The results represented on the brain surface were
mapped using the BrainNet viewer [Xia et al., 2013]. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

which is consistent with previous studies [van der Flier
et al., 2006; Wolk et al., 2010]. Specifically, the APOE E4
carriers performed worse in recognition rather than recall.
Compared with recall, recognition relies less on strategic
memory and produces lower search demands [Walhovd
et al., 2010]. Moreover, the APOE genotype was reported
to only be related to recognition in patients with AD [Walhovd et al., 2010], which thus provides important support
for our finding. With regard to nonmemory performance,
the APOE E4 noncarriers exhibited a trend toward greater
impairment of executive function (the total output of the
animal names in the verbal fluency tasks). In particular,
they performed worse during the late period (46–60 s) of
the verbal fluency tasks. This finding was compatible with

one recent study [Wolk et al., 2010]. Notably, a trend
toward improved performance in the early itemgeneration time period (0–15 s) of the verbal fluency tasks
was observed in the APOE E4 noncarriers, which presumably occurred as a consequence of degraded semantic store
in the APOE E4 carriers caused by memory impairments
[Fagundo et al., 2008].

r

APOE E4 Reduces Global Network Efficiency
The human brain is a highly optimized wiring system
that facilitates both specialized and distributed processing,
which can be quantified by graphic metrics, such as
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TABLE III. Decreased NBS connectivity in the APOE e4 carriers versus noncarriers over different cluster defining
thresholds
(PN/PE, %)
NBS threshold

Size (N, E)

Node
(in vs. out)

P 5 0.005
P 5 0.01
P 5 0.05

(182, 253)
(255, 420)
(542, 1359)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Edge
(in vs. out)

SMN

pDMN

ECN

SAN

VN

aDMN

0.0068
0.0005
0.0003

44.0/38.7
44.7/40.5
29.7/34.1

31.9/36.8
28.2/32.4
22.5/26.9

22.0/17.4
21.2/15.5
22.9/16.6

1.7/0.8
4.3/2.1
5.7/2.5

0.6/0
1.6/0
19.2/9.6

0/0
0/0
0/0

(N, E) represents the number of nodes and edges in the identified NBS components; (in vs. out): comparisons of nodal/connectional
strength for nodes/edges inside vs. outside the NBS components; (PN, PE, %) represents the proportions of nodes/edges within the
NBS components that belong to each module. SMN, sensorimotor network; pDMN, posterior default mode network; ECN, executive
control network; SAN, salience network; VN, visual network; aDMN, anterior default mode network.

efficiency and modularity. Using these measures, we
found that the APOE E4 reduced efficiency and increased
modularity of the intrinsic functional networks in AD.
After controlling for network density and overall connectivity weight, decreased global efficiency remained in the
APOE E4 carriers, which suggests this finding is a robust
APOE E4-mediated modulation of disease phenotype at
the system-level network organization. Global efficiency
measures the ability of parallel information propagation
within a network. High global efficiency ensures effective
integrity and rapid information propagation between and
across remote brain regions that are believed to constitute
the basis of cognitive processing [Sporns and Zwi, 2004].
In AD, decreased global efficiency has previously been
reported in both structural [He et al., 2008; Lo et al., 2010]
and functional [Liu et al., 2013b; Stam et al., 2007] brain
networks. Here, we demonstrated a more severe disruption of global information transfer in AD patients that carried the APOE E4 allele, which is consistent with the
notion of APOE E4 as a risk factor for AD. The decreased
global efficiency may reflect disrupted neuronal integration among distributed regions as demonstrated by

numerous disruptions in intermodule connectivity, which
play a critical role in coordinating neural activity over the
entire brain. Moreover, the global efficiency was significantly correlated with memory-related performances in all
patients, suggesting a neurocognitive significance of the
measure in capturing network behaviors associated with
the disease. Notably, a previous exploratory study did not
found APOE E4 effects on the global network topology of
functional brain networks in AD [Zhao et al., 2012]. Different network analytical strategies (e.g., low-resolution anatomical parcelation versus high-resolution random
parcelation for node definition) may explain this
discrepancy.

APOE E4 Selectively Disrupts The Functional
Connectivity of Specific Networks
In addition to the global level, we also identified APOE
E4-mediated effects on the functional connectivity at the
intermediate modular and local nodal/connectional levels.
We demonstrated that the APOE E4 allele selectively

Figure 4.
Overlap between the NBS component and the rich-club structure. The shaded area denotes the threshold range where (i)
the rich-club significantly exists in the APOE E4 noncarriers
(P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected across 76 degree thresholds)
and (ii) the overlaps (dice coefficient) between the real NBS

r

component and the rich-club structures (red lines) were significantly larger than those between randomly generated components and rich-club structures (blue lines). [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 5.
Simulation analysis showing the effects of ECN and pDMN on
global network organization. A significant decrease in normalized
global efficiency of functional brain networks was detected in
the APOE E4 carriers versus noncarriers (A). The decrease was
greatly ameliorated after deleting the ECN and pDMN modules

from individual brain networks (B) or after using a replacement
approach (C). Error bars denote standard deviations. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6.
The relationship between network measures and behavioral variables. Significant correlations of
network measures were observed with recognition (A) and verbal fluency (B) for all participants
after controlling for APOE E4 status. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 7.
Reproducibility of APOE E4-related effects on nodal strength.
Between-group differences in nodal strength were largely reproducible when controlling for regional GMV (A), using a scrubbing approach to censor “bad” volumes (B), using a GM
probability weighted method (C), and excluding homozygous

APOE E4 carriers (D). The results represented on the brain surface were mapped using the BrainNet viewer [Xia et al., 2013].
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

modulated the pDMN and ECN, whose changes were
largely responsible for the observed global differences. The
DMN is involved in a diverse array of functions, such as episodic memory, monitoring the external environment, and
self-relevant mental processing [Buckner et al., 2008].
Although typically regarded as a homogenous network, the
DMN is functionally heterogeneous, such as strikingly different connectivity patterns between the aDMN and pDMN
[Uddin et al., 2009]. Here, we observed that the APOE E4
modulated the pDMN. The pDMN primarily comprises the
posterior parietal and lateral temporal cortices, which are
commonly associated with episodic memory [Greicius et al.,
2003; Lou et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2005]. Using a seedbased method, decreased functional connectivity in the
pDMN has been demonstrated in APOE E4 carriers versus
noncarriers in elderly individuals [Machulda et al., 2011],

even without preclinical fibrillar amyloid deposition [Sheline
et al., 2010]. Thus, we speculated that decreased pDMN
functional connectivity may underlie the poorer memory
performance of APOE E4 carriers. Notably, using independent component analysis, an increased synchronization of the
(posterior) DMN was reported in healthy APOE E4 carriers
[Filippini et al., 2009; Westlye et al., 2011]. Presumably, these
discrepancies could be attributable to different criteria for
sample recruitment, connectivity definitions, and analytical
approaches. The ECN is critical for sustained attention,
working memory, and judgment and decision making. One
previous study has reported that compared with noncarriers,
APOE E4 carriers exhibited divided-attention deficits on the
operation span task in elderly individuals [Rosen et al.,
2002]. Using R-fMRI, reduced functional connectivity of the
ECN was also observed in healthy middle-aged APOE E4

r
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TABLE IV. Significance levels (P values) of APOE e4-related differences in global network measures during the
validation analyses
Thresholding procedure (S)
Factors
Local efficiency
Global efficiency
Modularity
Normalized local efficiency
Normalized global efficiency
Normalized modularity

Main
results
0.021
0.012
0.017
0.074
0.004
0.013

(#)
(#)
(")
(n.s.)
(#)
(")

Head
motion
0.022
0.018
0.034
0.276
0.008
0.009

(#)
(#)
(")
(n.s.)
(#)
(")

6%

GM Mask
0.020
0.013
0.020
0.067
0.004
0.014

(#)
(#)
(")
(n.s.)
(#)
(")

0.315
0.273
0.123
0.326
0.011
0.073

(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(#)
(n.s.)

8.3%
0.298
0.219
0.124
0.345
0.008
0.373

(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(#)
(n.s.)

10%
0.236
0.185
0.093
0.344
0.007
0.361

(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(#)
(n.s.)

Gene
dose

12%
0.233
0.150
0.088
0.363
0.004
0.081

(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(n.s.)
(#)
(n.s.)

0.024
0.019
0.012
0.035
0.007
0.009

(#)
(#)
(")
(")
(#)
(")

#, carriers < noncarriers; ", carriers > noncarriers, S, network density; n.s., nonsignificant.

carriers versus noncarriers [Goveas et al., 2013]. Therefore,
our results are consistent with previous studies.
In addition to the pDMN and ECN, the SMN module also
exhibited decreased connectivity in the APOE E4 carriers.
To date, few reports have focused on APOE E4-mediated
modulation of sensorimotor functioning in AD, which
restricts further speculation on this finding. Nevertheless,
we noticed a previous study showing that compared with
noncarriers, APOE E4 carriers had an area of increased functional connectivity in the SMN module localized to the right
medial postcentral gyrus in young healthy subjects [Filippini et al., 2009] (Of note, this finding is in contrast to our
finding of decreased nodal strength in the SMN, which
could be the result of different methods used to define functional connectivity: ROI-based functional connectivity in
this study versus voxelwise independent component analysis in Filippini et al.). Moreover, evidence from behavioral
studies in large population cohorts indicates that APOE E4
is strongly associated with poor mobility performances in
older individuals [Melzer et al., 2005] and accelerates motor
declines primarily because of the association between the
APOE E4 allele and changes in muscle strength [Buchman
et al., 2009]. In addition, in other pathological conditions of
traumatic brain injury [Ariza et al., 2006] and spinal cord
injury [Sun et al., 2011], APOE E4 has been associated with
worse performances on motor speed and fine motor coordination and less motor recovery during rehabilitation,
respectively. These findings jointly suggest that APOE E4
might modulate somatosensory function. Thus, our findings
have implications for understanding the neural mechanism
that underlies the modulation although additional studies
are necessary to validate these findings.

APOE E4 Preferentially Weakens Functional Hubs
We demonstrated that the foci that exhibited decreased
nodal strength in the APOE E4 carriers tended to be highly
connected and densely interconnected in the brain, which
suggests a rich-club structure formed by these regions. In
other words, the APOE E4 allele preferentially modulated
hubs in the brain. Hub configuration is a relatively stable
property of the brain, wherein the PCC/PCu, lateral temporal, lateral parietal, and medial/lateral prefrontal corti-
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ces are highly connected [Buckner et al., 2009; van den
Heuvel and Sporns, 2013]. Interestingly, the spatial distribution of hubs strikingly overlapped with Ab deposition
in AD patients, implying a preferential vulnerability of
hubs to AD [Buckner et al., 2009]. Here, we demonstrated
that the APOE E4 influenced intrinsic brain networks also
via preferential damage to the connectivity of hubs. The
primary biologic effect of APOE E4 appears to increase the
Ab accumulation [Polvikoski et al., 1995] possibly via an
influence on soluble Ab metabolism [Verghese et al.,
2013]. This increase is spatially specific and primarily manifests in the PCC/PCu, prefrontal, lateral temporal and
parietal cortices [Drzezga et al., 2009; Reiman et al., 2009],
which largely overlaps with these putative hub regions
[Tomasi and Volkow, 2010; Zuo et al., 2012]. The increased
amyloid burden has been further demonstrated to disrupt
functioning of these corresponding regions [Drzezga et al.,
2011; Hedden et al., 2009; Sperling et al., 2009]. Additionally, APOE E4 also lowers cerebral metabolism in most of
the aforementioned hub regions [Reiman et al., 2004; Small
et al., 2000], which is important for the high connectivity
of hubs [Liang et al., 2013; Tomasi et al., 2013]. Based on
these findings, we speculate that APOE E4 increases Ab
deposition in specific hubs, which then causes synaptic
loss in these regions [Talantova et al., 2013]. The synaptic
loss leads to a further decrease in regional metabolism
and, therefore, insufficient energy to construct or retain
anatomic projections and eventually disrupted functional
connectivity. Notably, the pathological effects of the APOE
genotype on interregional functional integration have been
demonstrated to be independent of Ab plaque toxicity
[Sheline et al., 2010]. Therefore, the observed changes here
may represent mixed outcomes of Ab plaques and the
APOE genotype. Future studies are warranted to determine the complicated relationships between these factors
in the same cohort of participants.

Limitations and Future Considerations
First, the sample size is relatively small in this study,
which limits efforts in the exploration of dose-related
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effects. Additional studies are warranted in the future to
determine the exact relationships between large-scale brain
network organization and APOE E4 gene dose by recruiting a large cohort of participants. Second, this study investigated the effects of the APOE E4 allele on functional
networks. Recent studies have documented a tight relation
between the structural and functional connectivity networks in healthy populations [Hermundstad et al., 2013;
Honey et al., 2009]. Thus, the investigation of APOE E4
effects on the structure-function relationship is an interesting topic for the future. Third, we exclusively focused on a
genetic risk factor of the APOE genotype for AD. Future
studies are required to test the effects of other risk factors
on the brain networks that are independent of the APOE
E4 allele, such as a family history of AD [Wang et al.,
2012]. Finally, this study specifically investigated APOE
E4-related effects on topological organization of functional
brain networks in patients with AD. Future studies are
required to determine how APOE E4 affects large-scale
network organization in cognitively normal participants
and more importantly, whether the interactions of this
effect between APOE E4 status (i.e., carriers vs. noncarriers) and disease states (i.e., healthy vs. AD) exist.
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